
This is the audience overview screen of google analytics. The left side we have a report navigation menu. 

Under Reports, you have 5 different categories such as Real Time, Audience, Acquisition, Behaviour, and 

conversions. Each of this section generates reports based on the specific metrics. Right top corner we can 

set time frame of the report to generate.



I have generated the total traffic vs Bounce rate report for the period of 3 months from May 17, 2018, to 

August 17, 2018. Based on this report we can interpret the user retaining percentage and the details of 

bounce rate vs new users.
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In the above metrics report, we can see the geo traffic, user base, Browser, operating system based metrics. 

Based on the user base you can strategize your ad campaign. If you see any system related metrics affects 

your traffic, you can check whether the design or format unsupported in the website.



User Explorer report reveals the insight of each visitors behavior towards your goal. The client ID is 

assigned to each device from which the user visits your website.



This is Demographics report, helps you to identify the age group of visitors you have for your website and 

the gender split. This insight can help you to improve product design and reveal the scope of new market 

opportunity.



Acquisition overview lets you understand the Traffic source, the reason for a sudden spike in conversion 

and more. Based on referral source metrics you can plan your spending on digital marketing channels.



Purchase Completed goal Funnel diagram shows the multiple stages of conversions. From the point, the 

customer enters into the cart to till the payment completion stage a percentage of conversions calculated. 

This clearly shows how many leads are dropped out before the completion of conversion stage.



Purchase Completed goal Funnel diagram (Continuation of the previous slide)

Payment stage to purchase completion shown in the above graph.


